NON-FICITON TITLES COMING IN LATE OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 2023

A+ Parenting: The Surprisingly Fun Guide to Raising Surprisingly Smart Kids by Eva Moskowitz
Anatomical Oddities: The Otherworldly Realms Hidden Within Our Bodies by Alice Roberts
Big Fail: What the Pandemic Revealed about Who America Protects and Who It Leaves Behind by Joe Nocera

Bob Dylan: Mixing Up the Medicine by Mark Davidson
Book of Noises: Notes on the Auraculous by Caspar Henderson
Comfort of Crows: A Backyard Year by Margaret Renkl
Connecting to the Future: A Blueprint for Dynamic Leadership by Mohammed Alardhi
Facing the Beast: Courage, Faith, and Resistance in a New Dark Age by Naomi Wolf
Grandiloquent Words: A Pictoric Lexicon of Ostrobogulous Locutions by Jason Travis Ott
Gray Areas: How the Way We Work Perpetuates Racism and What We Can Do to Fix It by Adia Harvey Wingfield

He/She/They: How We Talk about Gender and Why It Matters by Schuyler Bailar
Hell, I Love Everybody: The Essential James Tate: Poems by James Tate
Hidden Language of Cats: How They Have Us at Meow by Sarah Brown
Hidden Potential: The Science of Achieving Greater Things by Adam Grant
How Life Works: A User’s Guide to the New Biology by Philip Ball
How to Be the Love You Seek: Break Cycles, Find Peace, and Heal Your Relationships by Nicole Lepera
How to Know a Person: The Art of Seeing Others Deeply and Being Deeply Seen by David Brooks
How to Prevent Dementia: Understanding and Managing Cognitive Decline by Richard Restak
How We Ended Racism: Realizing a New Possibility in One Generation by Justin Michael Williams
Humanizing Immigration: How to Transform Our Racist and Unjust System by Bill Ong Hing
It’s Not You, It’s Capitalism: Why It’s Time to Break Up and How to Move on by Malaika Jabal

Nuts and Bolts: Seven Small Inventions That Changed the World in a Big Way by Roma Agrawal
Periphery: How Your Nervous System Predicts and Protects Against Disease by Moses V. Chaoi
Policing Pregnant Bodies: From Ancient Greece to Post-Roe America by Kathleen M. Crowther
Prequel: An American Fight Against Fascism by Rachel Maddow
Putting Ourselves Back in the Equation: Why Physicists Are Studying Human Consciousness and AI to Unravel the Mysteries of the Universe by George Musse
Sedition Hunters: How January 6th Broke the Justice System by Ryan J Reilly
Solving the Climate Crisis: Frontline Reports from the Race to Save the Earth by John J. Berger

These Walls: The Battle for Rikers Island and the Future of America's Jails by Eva Fedderly
Tools: A Visual Exploration of Implements and Devices in the Workshop by Theodore Gray
White Holes by Carlo Rovelli
Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook: Apocalypse by Joshua Piven
Wrong: How Media, Politics, and Identity Drive Our Appetite for Misinformation by Dannagal Goldthwaite Young
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DIY Titles Coming in Late October-November 2023

52 Weeks of Easy Knits: Beautiful Patterns for Year-Round Knitting by Laine
All I Want for Christmas Is Yarn: 30 Crochet Projects for Festive Gifts and Decorations by Lindsey Newns
Bad Manners: Hungry as Hell: Meals to Live By, Flavor to Die For: A Vegan Cookbook by Bad Manners
Bread and Roses: 100+ Grain Forward Recipes Featuring Global Ingredients and Botanicals by Rose Wilde
Cottagecore Simplified: A Guide to Countryside Charm, Comfort and Happiness by Katie Merriman
Dish: The Lives and Labor Behind One Plate of Food by Andrew Friedman
Endangered Eating: America’s Vanishing Foods by Sarah Lohman
Food Babe Family: More Than 100 Recipes and Foolproof Strategies to Help Your Kids Fall in Love with Real Food: A Cookbook by Vani Hari
Kawaii Drawing: Learn to Draw More Than 100 Super Cute Things by Becky Castaneda
Start Here: Instructions for Becoming a Better Cook: A Cookbook by Sohla El-Waylly
Sweet Vietnamese Bakes: A Dessert Lover’s Tour of Southeast Asia by Tara Nguyen
Tiny Bakes: Delicious Mini Cakes, Pies, Cookies, Brownies, and More by Jennifer Ziemons
Veg-Table: Recipes, Techniques, and Plant Science for Big-Flavored, Vegetable-Focused Meals by Nik Sharma

Biographies Coming in Late October-November 2023

Behind the Seams: My Life in Rhinestones by Dolly Parton
Charlie Chaplin vs. America: When Art, Sex, and Politics Collided by Scott Eyman
Everything I Learned, I Learned in a Chinese Restaurant: A Memoir by Curtis Chin
Fierce Ambition: The Life and Legend of War Correspondent Maggie Higgins by Jennet Conant
Inconvenient Cop: My Fight to Change Policing in America by Edwin Raymond
Life and Times of Hannah Crafts: The True Story of the Bondwoman’s Narrative by Gregg Hecimovich
None of the Above: Reflections on Life Beyond the Binary by Travis Alabanza
Race to Be Myself: A Memoir by Caster Semenya
Renegade: Defending Democracy and Liberty in Our Divided Country by Adam Kinzinger
Romney: A Reckoning by McKay Coppins
Secret Life of John Le Carre by Adam Sisman
Tupac Shakur: The Authorized Biography by Staci Robinson
Woman in Me by Britney Spears